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Foreword from The Chief

Foreword
Making the decision to pursue a career in policing isn’t something
you will take lightly; whether through new challenges or unrivalled
opportunities, it is a job that will change your life. My journey in
policing began in 1980 when I joined British Transport Police as a
PC. During my service much has changed about policing and BTP
has been at the forefront of many of those changes; we’ve seen a
far-reaching and impactful implementation of technology across
frontline policing, a constantly evolving landscape of threat, risk
and harm and our communities have become more richly diverse
than ever before.
Today, as Chief Constable, I am pleased to see what hasn’t
changed is how everyone that works with us is driven by one thing
HIV]L HSS LSZL ^OPJO PZ [V ZLY]L [OL W\ISPJ HUK THRL H KPHLYLUJL
If you are considering making an application to join us then you
share that motivation and you want to play a part in helping the
travelling public, who carry out over 3 billion journeys every year
on the rail and underground networks, remain safe and free from
the fear of crime.
)YP[PZO ;YHUZWVY[ 7VSPJL JHU VHLY `V\ HU PU[LYLZ[PUN HUK W\YWVZLM\S
career in policing, whether that be from pursuing one of the many
ZWLJPHSPZ[ YVSLZ ^L VHLY VY ZPTWS` MYVT [OL ZOLLY ]HYPL[` HUK U\TILY
of people and situations that you will experience. Let me take this
opportunity to thank you for your interest in joining us and allow me
to wish you the very best of luck in your application. We hope to see
you soon.
Paul Crowther OBE
Chief Constable

About this information pack

About this information pack
This information pack is designed to help you understand more about
)YP[PZO ;YHUZWVY[ 7VSPJL HUK [OL VWWVY[\UP[PLZ [V QVPU \Z HZ HU 6IJLY"
whether a POLICE CONSTABLE, POLICE COMMUNITY SUPPORT
OFFICER (PCSO) or SPECIAL CONSTABLE.
A lot of what you need to know will be the same across all three roles,
such as the eligibility criteria to join us and the assessment process,
I\[ [OLYL HYL HSZV RL` KPHLYLUJLZ Z\JO HZ [OL YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ VM [OL
having the warranted powers of a PC, the community-focus of the
PCSO role or the voluntary nature of being a Special Constable. We
OH]L THKL P[ JSLHY [OYV\NOV\[ ^OLYL [OLYL HYL ZWLJPÄJ KPHLYLUJLZ
between the roles that you should know about; particularly the job
descriptions and pay scales.

About British transport Police

About British Transport Police
The railways lie at the heart of Britain’s community, commerce and
industry. With over 6 million passenger journeys and 400k tonnes
of freight being moved from depots to docks every day on Britain’s
railways we have the unique task of ensuring that all this takes place
within a safe and secure environment. You’ll cover everything a police
VIJLY ^P[O `V\Y SVJHS /VTL 6IJL MVYJL ^PSS KV MYVT MYH\K [V T\YKLY
NYHI[P [V [OLM[ @V\ ^PSS I\PSK ZWLJPHSPZ[ ZRPSSZ PU ^VYRPUN ^P[O );7 `V\
will build excellent experience in public order, ensuring fans attending
huge sporting events or concerts move seamlessly through the
transport system. Neighbourhood policing is also as important to
BTP as it is to other forces; it’s simply that our neighbourhood looks
KPHLYLU[ [V `V\Y SVJHS [V^U (S[OV\NO P[ PZ TVYL [YHUZPLU[ HUK ^PSS
pose just as many challenges.
With such a wide remit we need people who thrive on challenges and
HYL ^PSSPUN [V ^VYR OHYK [V SLHYU [OL ZRPSSZ ULJLZZHY` MVY [OPZ KPIJ\S[
I\[ JYP[PJHS YVSL 6\Y VIJLYZ ZLL WVSPJPUN HZ TVYL [OHU H QVI" P[ PZ [OLPY
]VJH[PVU HUK H YLHS VWWVY[\UP[` [V THRL H KPHLYLUJL [V [OL JVTT\UP[`
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Job description: Police Constables

Police Constable
Constables play a critical front-line role in the prevention and
detection of crime and the criminal justice system. Constables work
in partnership on a day-to-day basis with local communities,
stakeholders and colleagues in order to promote law and order,
YLK\JL [OL MLHY VM JYPTL WYV]PKL YLHZZ\YHUJL HUK I\PSK JVUÄKLUJL
to improve the quality of life for citizens.
This role carries legal powers to enable the maintenance of law and
order and bears responsibility for making autonomous decisions in
accordance with the National Decision Model and Code of Ethics,
exercising professional discretion, as appropriate to the role, in line
with legal frameworks and policy guidelines.
Constables are required to meet and maintain the highest professional
standards required of their role, by conducting all actions in a legal,
IHSHUJLK WYVWVY[PVUH[L HUK Q\Z[PÄHISL THUULY [V \WOVSK [OL SH^ HUK
achieve the best outcomes in a wide range of situations or incidents.
Key Accountabilities
• Provide appropriate initial and ongoing frontline response to a wide
range of incidents that may include complex and confrontational
situations, assessing immediate risk, threat and harm to determine a
proportionate response in line with the law, policy and guidance.
‹ ;HRL H SLHKPUN YVSL PU LZ[HISPZOPUN LHLJ[P]L SVJHSPZLK WHY[ULYZOPWZ
to problem solve, engage with, reassure and support organisations,
groups and individuals across communities in line with the Force’s
planned approach.
‹ ,HLJ[P]LS` LUNHNL ^P[O ]PJ[PTZ ^P[ULZZLZ Z\ZWLJ[Z HUK [OL
vulnerable, in accordance with equality, diversity and human rights
considerations, to provide initial support, direct towards relevant
services, establish relationships and gather information that prevents
and reduces crimes.
• Maintain awareness of potential and actual risks to individuals,
taking appropriate action to protect and support those in need of
W\ISPJ WYV[LJ[PVU [V WYL LTW[ VY LHLJ[P]LS` HKKYLZZ ZHML[`
or vulnerability issues.

Job description: Police Constables

‹ *VUK\J[ LHLJ[P]L HUK LIJPLU[ WYPVYP[` HUK OPNO ]VS\TL
investigations as requested in line with standards of investigation
[V PUMVYT [OL KL]LSVWTLU[ VM OPNO X\HSP[` JHZL ÄSLZ HUK PUP[PH[PVU VM
criminal justice proceedings.
• Gather and handle information, intelligence, and evidence, from a
variety of sources, in line with legislation, policies and guidance,
taking the appropriate action to support investigations, law
enforcement and criminal justice proceedings.
• Interview victims, witnesses and suspects in relation to appropriate
crimes and investigations, to gather information that has the potential
to support law enforcement objectives.
‹ *VUK\J[ ÄYZ[ SPUL HUHS`ZPZ VM PUMVYTH[PVU PU[LSSPNLUJL HUK L]PKLUJL
[V KL[LYTPUL ZPNUPÄJHUJL NLULYH[L SPULZ VM LUX\PY` PUMVYT KLJPZPVU
making and support evidence based policing.
• Justify and professionally account for actions to ensure adherence to
legal frameworks and key working principles, policies and guidance.
• Identify opportunities for and support the exploration of new ways
of working and innovation in policing, applying critical thinking and
problem solving methodologies to identify solutions to problems in
line with evidence based practice within area of work.
• Support the implementation of problem solving and evidence
based policing initiatives by championing and applying relevant
methodologies and approaches to area of work.

1VI KLZJYPW[PVU! 7VSPJL *VTT\UP[` :\WWVY[ 6MÄJLYZ

POLICE COMMUNITY
SUPPORT OFFICERS

1VI KLZJYPW[PVU! 7VSPJL *VTT\UP[` :\WWVY[ 6MÄJLYZ

7VSPJL *VTT\UP[` :\WWVY[ 6IJLY 7*:6
7VSPJL *VTT\UP[` :\WWVY[ 6IJLYZ 7*:6 HJ[ HZ H RL` SPHPZVU WVPU[
between local communities and policing. Publicly facing, they provide
a visible, accessible and approachable uniformed presence in the
JVTT\UP[` [V VHLY YLHZZ\YHUJL KLM\ZPUN ZP[\H[PVUZ ^OLYL [OLYL PZ H
[OYLH[ VM JVUÅPJ[ PTWYV]L JVUÄKLUJL HUK [Y\Z[ NH[OLY PUMVYTH[PVU HUK
foster good community relations.
This role holds designated PCSO legal powers of enforcement in line
with local Force requirements to support the successful resolution,
prevention and deterrent of local crime. PCSOs are also expected
to respond to a wider range of non-criminal issues that contribute to
vulnerability and safety within the community. They will be expected to
act with discretion, making appropriate use of their designated powers
and acting within Force guidelines.
Although being a PCSO with BTP is very similar to any other force,
[OLYL HYL HSZV ZVTL PTWVY[HU[ KPHLYLUJLZ MVY L_HTWSL `V\ TH` OH]L
UV[PJLK [OH[ V\Y 7*:6Z JHYY` OHUKJ\HZ PU VYKLY [V KL[HPU WLVWSL PM
required and this isn’t the norm.
Key Accountabilities
• Maintain a highly visible community presence in accordance with
local area needs to address issues of public concern, act as a
KL[LYYLU[ [V SVJHS JYPTL HUK PTWYV]L JVTT\UP[` JVUÄKLUJL
• Support ongoing Police operations undertaking community-based
activities as directed to gather, handle and submit information and
intelligence, acting in line with legislation, policies and guidance,
to support law enforcement.
‹ :\WWVY[ 7VSPJL 6IJLYZ PU PUP[PHS MYVU[ SPUL YLZWVUZL [V PUJPKLU[Z
enabling resolution to and/or preventing escalation of low-level
VHLUKPUN PU SPUL ^P[O [OLPY KLZPNUH[LK WV^LYZ HUK YLTP[
• Develop close working relationships with key community bodies or
individuals as directed to gather and provide information, support
the vulnerable, promote community cohesion, identify and tackle
low-level issues such as anti-social behaviour.

1VI KLZJYPW[PVU! 7VSPJL *VTT\UP[` :\WWVY[ 6MÄJLYZ

‹ +L]LSVW LHLJ[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O PUKP]PK\HSZ PUJS\KPUN [OL
vulnerable and at risk, across the community, providing support
and guidance to identify root causes, assess needs, prevent crime,
respond to concerns and build trust in policing.
‹ (ZZPZ[ MYVU[ SPUL YLZWVUZLZ [V TVYL JVTWSL_ PUJPKLU[Z HZ H ÄYZ[ H[
scene responder, acting to contain, assess needs and/or provide
support to ensure immediate public safety.
• Maintain awareness of potential and actual risks to individuals,
escalating potential threats to public safety in line with Force
N\PKHUJL [V Z\WWVY[ [OL PKLU[PÄJH[PVU HUK YLZVS\[PVU VM PZZ\LZ
‹ :\WWVY[ [OL PKLU[PÄJH[PVU HUK L_WSVYH[PVU VM UL^ ^H`Z VM
working and innovation in community policing, applying critical
thinking and problem solving methodologies to identify solutions
to problems in line with evidence based practice.
• Support the implementation of problem solving and evidence
based policing initiatives by championing and applying relevant
methodologies and approaches to area of work.
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Special Constable
Unlike many other Police Forces, our Special Constables do not
have the ‘SC’ insignia on their epaulettes so you wouldn’t know
MYVT HWWLHYHUJLZ [OH[ [OL` ^LYL HU` KPHLYLU[ MYVT 7*Z ;OL` HYL
OV^L]LY Z[PSS KPHLYLU[ YVSLZ ZV P[»Z PTWVY[HU[ [V \UKLYZ[HUK ^OH[ P[
means to be a Special Constable.
Special Constables work on a voluntary basis at the front-line of
policing and the criminal justice system. They work in partnership on
a day-to-day basis with local communities, stakeholders and
colleagues to promote law and order, reduce the fear of crime,
WYV]PKL YLHZZ\YHUJL HUK I\PSK JVUÄKLUJL [V PTWYV]L [OL X\HSP[`
of life for citizens.
This role carries the same legal powers as a Police Constable,
making autonomous decisions in accordance with the National
Decision Model and Code of Ethics, and exercising professional
discretion, as appropriate to the role, in line with legal frameworks
and policy guidelines.
Special Constables are required to meet and maintain the highest
professional standards required of their role, by conducting all actions
PU H SLNHS IHSHUJLK WYVWVY[PVUH[L HUK Q\Z[PÄHISL THUULY [V \WOVSK
the law and achieve the best outcomes in a wide range of situations
or incidents.
Key Accountabilities
• Provide appropriate initial and ongoing frontline response to a
wide range of incidents that include complex and confrontational
situations, assessing immediate risk, threat and harm to determine
a proportionate response in line with the law, policy and guidance.
‹ (ZZPZ[ WVSPJL JVSSLHN\LZ PU LZ[HISPZOPUN LHLJ[P]L SVJHSPZLK
partnerships to problem solve, engage with, reassure and support
organisations, groups and individuals across communities in line
with the Force’s planned approach.
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‹ ,HLJ[P]LS` LUNHNL ^P[O ]PJ[PTZ ^P[ULZZLZ Z\ZWLJ[Z HUK [OL
vulnerable, in accordance with equality, diversity and human rights
considerations, to provide initial support, direct towards relevant
services, establish relationships and gather information that prevents
and reduces crimes.
• Maintain awareness of potential and actual risks to individuals,
taking appropriate action to protect and support those in need
VM W\ISPJ WYV[LJ[PVU [V WYL LTW[ VY LHLJ[P]LS` HKKYLZZ ZHML[`
vulnerability issues.
‹ 4HRL HU LHLJ[P]L JVU[YPI\[PVU [V PU]LZ[PNH[PVUZ HZ YLX\LZ[LK PU SPUL
with the standards of investigation, to inform the development of
OPNO X\HSP[` JHZL ÄSLZ HUK PUP[PH[PVU VM JYPTPUHS Q\Z[PJL WYVJLLKPUNZ
• Gather and handle information, intelligence, and evidence, from a
variety of sources, in line with legislation, policies and guidance,
taking the appropriate action to support investigations, law
enforcement and criminal justice proceedings.
• Interview victims, witnesses and suspects in relation to appropriate
crimes and investigations, to gather information that has the potential
to support law enforcement objectives.
‹ *VUK\J[ ÄYZ[ SPUL HUHS`ZPZ VM PUMVYTH[PVU PU[LSSPNLUJL HUK L]PKLUJL
[V KL[LYTPUL ZPNUPÄJHUJL NLULYH[L SPULZ VM LUX\PY` PUMVYT KLJPZPVU
making and support evidence based policing.
• Justify and professionally account for actions to ensure adherence to
legal frameworks and key working principles, policies and guidance.
• Identify opportunities for and support the exploration of new ways
of working and innovation in policing, applying critical thinking and
problem solving methodologies to identify solutions to problems in
line with evidence based practice within area of work.
• Support the implementation of problem solving and evidence
based policing initiatives by championing and applying relevant
methodologies and approaches to area of work.

A day in the life

What’s it like to work with BTP?
We understand that everyone will have their own experiences and
insights that form their ideas of what it means to work in policing,
^OH[ RPUK VM QVIZ 6IJLYZ KLHS ^P[O HUK ^OH[ ZP[\H[PVUZ [OL` ^PSS
experience. Some applicants have had some exposure to policing
before, whether in previous employment or perhaps through family
TLTILYZ ^OV OH]L ILLU 6IJLYZ ,X\HSS` ZVTL TH` UV[ OH]L OHK
HU` ÄYZ[ OHUK L_WLYPLUJL VM WVSPJPUN ^OPJO PZ VRH` [VV ILJH\ZL ^OH[
we’re looking for are people with the potential to succeed with us.
You shouldn’t doubt that this can be a tough and unpredictable job
that will challenge you physically, mentally and emotionally. You will
witness and deal with incidents that many people will never encounter
in their lives and you should thoroughly consider if this is the right
career for you. For this reason, it’s really important that you gain your
V^U \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM WVSPJPUN KVU»[ IHZL P[ VH ^OH[ `V\ ZLL VU
[LSL]PZPVU VY N\LZZ^VYR NV HUK ÄUK V\[ MVY `V\YZLSM ;V OLSW `V\ ÄUK
out more about what we do, we asked one of our PCs to provide an
HJJV\U[ VM OPZ ^VYRPUN ^LLR ^OPJO ^L YLJVTTLUK `V\»K YLHK [V ÄUK
out what it’s really like.

Police Constable, B Division

“I’m a Police Constable based on B-Division in South
“I know it
sounds
very cliché
but no
two days
are the
same”

East London, I have 12 years of service and I’m part
of a team of 5 PCs and 1 Sergeant. My working week
starts on a Tuesday morning after a 4-day long weekend
^OPJO PZ KLÄUP[LS` VUL VM [OL WLYRZ VM ZOPM[ ^VYR
My shift-pattern provides me with variety, the chance to
NL[ TVYL [OHU [^V KH`Z VH PU [OL ^LLR HUK Z[HY[PUN HUK
ÄUPZOPUN ^VYR ILMVYL [OL Y\ZO OV\Y ;VKH` T` ZOPM[
starts at 7am at my station which is particularly busy.
The variety of our work is very important to me. I know
it sounds very cliché but no two days are the same for
us. The complete unpredictability of a shift is what has
kept me keen and enthusiastic throughout my career.
4` KH` ILNPUZ ^P[O H IYPLÄUN MYVT V\Y :LYNLHU[" ZOL
gives us an update on any incidents of note that have
[HRLU WSHJL ^OPSZ[ ^L OH]L ILLU VU YLZ[ KH`Z V\Y KH`Z

A day in the life

VH HU` PTWVY[HU[ PU[LSSPNLUJL HUK ^OH[ ^L ^PSS IL
tasked to do for the day head. It’s a good opportunity
to have a quick catch-up with the rest of my team and
make sure we’re all up-to-speed about what’s going on.
British Transport Police is the most specialised and
oldest Force in Great Britain; it’s national and serves a
very unique environment. We deal with so many people
on a daily basis from all kinds of backgrounds. The ability
to adapt to a wide range of situations is of paramount
importance.

“One of the
most
important
skills you
can have
in policing
is your
ability to
communicate”

/H]PUN ILLU VU K\[` MVY VUS` H ML^ TPU\[LZ 0 YLJLP]L
[OL ÄYZ[ JHSS VM [OL KH` ]PH T` YHKPV! H YLWVY[ VM H KY\UR
male who has been harassing passengers on a platform
at a nearby underground station. This is a very busy
time across London as the rush-hour is beginning and
platforms will already be full of passengers. Not many
WLVWSL HWWYLJPH[L [OL LU]PYVUTLU[ [OH[ H );7 6IJLY
works in; lots of people, fast-moving trains, electrical
hazards and not always a lot of space to work in! Our
Control Room has categorised this call as an immediate
response which means that an appropriately trained
7VSPJL 6IJLY ^PSS IL H\[OVYPZLK [V \[PSPZL [OL ¸)S\LZ
and Twos” of our Police Vehicle, driving at speed through
[YHIJ PZ KHUNLYV\Z ZV P[»Z VUS` ZVTL[OPUN [OH[»Z L]LY KVUL
with authorisation and by someone with the right training.
Within minutes, we have arrived at the station and
quickly make our way from the vehicle to the Central
Line Platforms. One thing about wearing the uniform
we do is that you will always get everyone’s attention
^OLU `V\»YL Y\UUPUN ZVTL^OLYL >L ÄUK V\Y THU HUK
he is being very disorderly and abusive to other
passengers. My partner and I take control of the situation
HUK ÄYZ[S` THRL Z\YL [V TV]L OPT V\[ VM OHYT»Z ^H`
MVY L]LY`VUL»Z ILULÄ[" VU H I\Z` \UKLYNYV\UK WSH[MVYT
it’s not impossible that someone can cause an even
fatal accident.

A day in the life

One of the most important skills you can have in policing
is your ability to communicate. I start talking to talk to
the male, attempting to calm him down whilst my partner
[YPLZ [V ÄUK HU` WV[LU[PHS ]PJ[PTZ VY ^P[ULZZLZ ;OL THSL»Z
behaviour worsens and he goes from being verbally
HI\ZP]L [V WO`ZPJHSS` JVUMYVU[H[PVUHS /L PZ HYYLZ[LK MVY
being Drunk and Disorderly in a public place. We take
him to our dedicated Custody Suite where we book him
in; he is placed in a cell to sober up before he can be
processed. We do the necessary paperwork and are
back out on the patch.

“I’ve been
on patrol
for only a
short while
when I receive
a call via the
radio that will
have every
2I‚FHUQV
attention; a
report of a
person struck
by a train”

We drive over to a busy Mainline Station to patrol the
concourse and platforms; this isn’t in response to a
call but a routine part of our job. A key part of our
job is simply engaging with people, whether members
of the public or our stakeholders, you will want to both
approach people and be approachable. You may want
to question why they are doing what they’re doing or
you may just need to be on hand to give directions!
0 HS^H`Z THRL [OL LHVY[ [V [HSR [V Z[HH H[ [OL Z[H[PVU
They are part of the community I serve and making
sure they are okay is important to me.
I’ve been on patrol for only a short while when I receive
H JHSS ]PH [OL YHKPV [OH[ ^PSS OH]L L]LY` 6IJLY»Z H[[LU[PVU"
a report of a person struck by a train. We don’t yet know
whether this person has jumped, fallen or been pushed
into the path of an oncoming train but we need to get
there fast. As units across London race to the scene, a
catalogue of things go through my mind; how many
casualties are there? Are they even still alive? Is this
H JYPTL ZJLUL& >OV LSZL PZ Z\WWVY[PUN TL& /HZ
an ambulance been called? Are there trains stuck as a
result of the incident with hundreds of passengers on
board? What about their welfare?
This particular incident has occurred at a busy
underground station and we are the second vehicle to

A day in the life

arrive on scene. These types of calls are some of the
worst you may attend and they can be quite harrowing
HUK ^PSS ZVTL[PTLZ HHLJ[ `V\ TLU[HSS` VY LTV[PVUHSS`
<S[PTH[LS` 0»T H 7VSPJL 6IJLY HUK 0 OH]L H K\[` [V KLHS
^P[O [OPZ PUJPKLU[ HZ LHLJ[P]LS` HUK X\PJRS` HZ WVZZPISL
I\[ PU H WYVMLZZPVUHS HUK KPNUPÄLK THUULY ^OH[L]LY
the scenario. Sometimes the result will be a fatality,
the body may be badly disrupted and perhaps you are
[HZRLK ^P[O JVUK\J[PUN H ZLHYJO [V ÄUK ZVTL RPUK VM
PKLU[PÄJH[PVU @V\ T\Z[ YLTLTILY [OH[ P[ PZ V\Y K\[` [V
inform next of kin who have a right to know what is
going on.

“Sometimes
your
patience
will be
tested”

On this occasion the individual is thankfully still alive
having fallen into the ‘pit’ below the running rails.
My colleague is a Public Order Medic and he naturally
wants to help but we are told it’s unsafe to go down
there by the Fire-Brigade. This frustrates and upsets
him as he knows that he can help the injured man who
looks to be in a really bad-way but there is no point in
causing further injuries to ourselves or others in providing
assistance. The ambulance service arrives and, with the
environment having been made safer, we deal with
the gentleman together. We assist in removing the male
MYVT [OL [YHJRZ HUK OL PZ [HRLU VH PU HU HTI\SHUJL V[OLY
colleagues will travel with him to understand what has
happened but his welfare is the most important thing
right now.
4` ^VYRPUN ^LLR OHZ NV[ VH [V H I\Z` Z[HY[ 6\Y
Sergeant has a debrief at the end of the day to make
sure that the team are all okay; it’s absolutely essential
[OH[ PM `V\ HYL HHLJ[LK I` [OPUNZ [OH[ `V\ ZLL `V\ THRL
someone aware of how you feel, not only is there no
shame in this but we actively encourage it. You will deal
with things that nobody else will and, whilst resilience
is important, that doesn’t mean you don’t have feelings
and we understand that.

A day in the life

+\YPUN T` ^LLR 0 KLHS ^P[O THU` KPHLYLU[ ZP[\H[PVUZ
the person under the train is one of the most serious
things we deal with but thankfully not one of the most
common and I spend a lot of my time dealing with the
same kind of incidents such as lower level antisocial
behaviour or helping people who are lost or missing.
Either way, I end up talking to a variety of people from
all walks of life. What many forget is that when the
people you come in to contact with talk to you, what
they really see is the uniform and they will link their
experience of you to the wider Police Force. For that
reason, it’s important that we are always polite and
courteous as the reputation of the BTP, and policing
in general, is represented by each and every one of us.
Sometimes your patience will be tested but being rude
or short is unacceptable.
“Everyone
should
expect to
have a
safe and
pleasant
journey
on the rail
network”

My next day is a football shift on a Police Support Unit
7:< " 0 HT ºW\ISPJ VYKLY» [YHPULK ^OPJO TLHUZ [OH[ 0
often deal with the more confrontational situations that
JHU VJJ\Y ^OPJO YLX\PYL ZWLJPHSPZ[ VIJLYZ 0[ NP]LZ `V\
so many useful skills that it’s something I would always
LUJV\YHNL H UL^ VIJLY [V NL[ [YHPULK PU HM[LY [OLPY
probationary period. On a busy football day, there
are a lot of people on the network, they are often very
L_JP[LK VY KPZHWWVPU[LK I` [OL YLZ\S[ VM [OL NHTLZ HUK
[`WPJHSS` M\LSSLK I` HSJVOVS :VTL[PTLZ ÄNO[Z JHU VJJ\Y
which is clearly wrong, but even when football fans aren’t
actively trying to be antisocial or disruptive, it’s simply
not fair on the general traveling public to be expected
to tolerate drunk and rowdy fans on their trains. Our
uniformed presence provides visible reassurance to the
public and our engagement with the fans shows we have
taken notice of them. Ultimately, we are showing everyone
that we don’t tolerate unruly and antisocial behaviour and
that everyone should expect to have a safe and pleasant
journey on the rail network.

A day in the life

My next two-days involve answering lot of response
calls across the Division which on occasion can be from
London all the way to Portsmouth but we are a national
force so, wherever you are, you should be prepared to
travel all across the country. We don’t always attend calls
on an immediate response with the lights and sirens
ILJH\ZL P[ PZU»[ HS^H`Z Q\Z[PÄHISL ZV ^L VM[LU LUK \W
ILPUN Z[\JR PU [YHIJ Q\Z[ SPRL L]LY`VUL LSZL
People link their experience of you to policing in general
and we have to try and leave them with a lasting good
impression.

”

The assessment process

Competency-based application
(SS HWWSPJH[PVUZ [V QVPU \Z HYL THKL VUSPUL HUK ÄSSPUN V\[ [OL MVYT PZ ]LY`
straightforward although it is quite a comprehensive form so you should
make sure that you give yourself enough time to complete it fully and
[V [OL ILZ[ VM `V\Y HIPSP[` ILMVYL [OL JSVZPUN KH[L HZ ^L KVU»[ VHLY HU`
extensions to the deadline for any reason.
A lot of the form is simply personal information about you such as your
employment history and answering important questions about your
eligibility for the role, it’s really important that you provide all information
as honestly and in as much detail as you can.
You should concentrate on providing the best possible answers to the
competency-based questions on the form; these will look to assess
your understanding of British Transport Police and evidencing the skills
and experience you possess that make you a suitable applicant to join
\Z HZ HU 6IJLY

Online Ability Testing
We are lucky to have many hundreds of people apply to join us so it can
take some time to review your application but please be assured that it
will be assessed and you will receive an outcome. If your application is
successfully shortlisted you will be invited to proceed to the next stage
which is to complete three online ability tests.
The testing is not overly complicated and is designed to assess you
to a reasonable standard, all the tests are very accessible via a userfriendly online portal that comes complete with full instructions and
the opportunity to complete some practice tests to make sure you’re
comfortable with what is being asked of you. You will be required to
complete:
• Computation - This assesses your ability to make quick but
accurate calculations.
• Word Usage – Looking at your ability to select pairs of words which
Ä[ PU[V H NP]LU ZLU[LUJL ;OL [LZ[ TH` PU]VS]L [OL \ZL VM NYHTTHY
meaning or spelling.
• Verbal Reasoning - A test to assess your ability to reason with written
information drawn from real world situations.

The assessment process

The CVF is something you should understand in detail so that you
know what it is we are looking for you to be able to demonstrate in your
interview. Full information on the CVF can be found on the College of
Policing website and should form part of your research into the role
and preparing for your assessment.
@V\ ^PSS ÄUK V\[ VU [OL KH` PM `V\ OH]L ILLU Z\JJLZZM\S VY UV[ PU `V\Y
interview. If you are unsuccessful then this will unfortunately be the
LUK VM `V\Y KH` /V^L]LY ^L OVWL [OH[ `V\ ^PSS IL Z\JJLZZM\S PU `V\Y
interview and, if you are, you will also complete the following:
• Fitness test – This is a bleep test ran to level 5.4 plus a warm-up.
‹ )PVTL[YPJ ]L[[PUN ¶ ( TV\[O Z^HI MVY +5( HUK `V\Y ÄUNLYWYPU[Z ^PSS
be taken to vet you against national databases.
‹ <UPMVYT Ä[[PUN ¶ @V\ ^PSS IL TLHZ\YLK MVY \UPMVYT HUK [OL
results recorded.
• Warrant card photo – We will take your photo for use on your
warrant card.
From your application through to your interview, the assessments you
undertake will allow us to understand whether you have the personal
qualities, skills and experience that will enable you to train to become a
7VSPJL 6IJLY

*VUKP[PVUHS 6HLY
If you successfully pass all of the elements of the assessment process,
`V\ ^PSS IL NP]LU H JVUKP[PVUHS VHLY VM LTWSV`TLU[ ;OPZ PZ JVUKP[PVUHS
upon a successful medical, vetting and references and it’s important
[OH[ `V\ KVU»[ OHUK PU `V\Y UV[PJL VY THRL HU` V[OLY ÄYT WSHUZ \U[PS `V\
YLJLP]L H MVYTHS VHLY VM LTWSV`TLU[ MYVT \Z

Medical
You will be asked to attend a comprehensive medical assessment
which will be conducted by a recognised medical professional. This
will include a series of basic health checks including height, weight,
eyesight, hearing, blood pressure and body mass as well as a drug

The assessment process

and alcohol test. This will determine whether or not you have the level
VM OLHS[O [OH[ PZ YLX\PYLK VM H 7VSPJL 6IJLY

Vetting and references
Our vetting process is very thorough and can take some time so we
don’t want to cause any unnecessary delays. When you are given
`V\Y JVUKP[PVUHS VHLY ^L ^PSS HSZV WYV]PKL `V\ ^P[O [OL ]L[[PUN MVYT [V
complete so that we are ready to process your vetting when required.
This won’t be until we have a target start date for you so that we aren’t
unnecessarily vetting people.
We will also follow up employment references for the previous 5 years.
Your current employer will not be approached until you have your
contract or you give us permission. As with any other job we reserve
[OL YPNO[ [V ^P[OKYH^ [OL VHLY PM HU LTWSV`TLU[ YLMLYLUJL PKLU[PÄLZ HU
issue, although this is rare.
We will inform you once the appropriate security checks have been
JVTWSL[LK HUK ^PSS UV[ WYV]PKL `V\ ^P[O H MVYTHS VHLY SL[[LY VY JVU[YHJ[
of employment until this stage.
It’s important for you to remember that vetting standards continue to
apply both until you commence employment and thereafter. Should
any incident occur leading up to your start date which you would have
declared on your vetting form, however minor you believe it is, you
T\Z[ JVU[HJ[ \Z HIV\[ P[ /VULZ[` PZ HS^H`Z [OL ILZ[ WVSPJ` HZ MHPS\YL
to declare something will be considered to be an integrity issue.

7H` HUK ILULÄ[Z

7H` HUK ILULÄ[Z
)LPUN HU 6IJLY PZ UV[ HU LHZ` QVI HUK `V\ TH` IL [OPURPUN ºPZ P[ ^VY[O
it? What will I get out of this?’ The answer is: A lot.
;OLYL»Z ZV T\JO [V NHPU MYVT ILJVTPUN H WVSPJL VIJLY HUK PU YL[\YU
for your hard work, you will:
• have a rewarding job where no two days are ever the same.
• be constantly challenged and always learning.
• be valued for your contribution to your community.
• have excellent pay progression and ILULÄ[Z WHJRHNL
• have continual opportunities for advancement.
;OL HYYHUNLTLU[Z MVY [OL ZHSHY` HSSV^HUJLZ HUK V[OLY ILULÄ[Z MVY LHJO
YVSL HYL ZWLJPÄJ [V LHJO YVSL HUK HYL KL[HPSLK ILSV^ 0M `V\ OH]L HU`
questions about how these may apply to you individually or are unsure
about the information listed please contact the recruitment team to
discuss in more detail.

POLICE CONSTABLE
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ ^P[OPU )YP[PZO ;YHUZWVY[ 7VSPJL JHU L_WLJ[ H JVTWL[P[P]L
WH` HUK ILULÄ[Z WHJRHNL THKL \W VM [OL ILSV^
Starting basic salary
• Standard starting salary of £20,878.98
‹ /PNOLY Z[HY[PUN ZHSHY` VM ‰
To qualify for the higher starting salary, applicants must have at least 18
months of previous police experience or a level of education equivalent
to 64 UCAS points. Any applicants who are not eligible will progress to
the higher salary on successful completion of their training and tutor
WLYPVK [`WPJHSS`
^LLRZ PU LP[OLY YLNHYK

7H` HUK ILULÄ[Z

Pension Scheme
@V\ ^PSS H[ [OL KPZJYL[PVU VM [OL )YP[PZO ;YHUZWVY[ 7VSPJL );7 IL
entered into the Police Authority Shared Cost Section of the Railways
Pension Scheme on the date you enter the Force Employment. Under
the provisions of the Social Security Act 1986, membership of a
pension scheme is not compulsory.
If you give notice to opt out of the Railways Pension Scheme within one
month of joining the Scheme then steps will be taken so that you will be
treated as never having been included in the Scheme.
Travel
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ HYL LU[P[SLK [V MYLL VY YLK\JLK YH[L YHPS [YH]LS MHJPSP[PLZ MVY
residential purposes only in accordance with the current regulations.
*\YYLU[S` 6IJLYZ IHZLK PU 3VUKVU HUK [OL :V\[O ,HZ[ ^PSS YLJLP]L
miles free mileage owing to the typically greater travelling distances and
those based outside London and the South East will receive 8 miles
VM MYLL [YH]LS ^P[O HU`[OPUN IL`VUK [OPZ [`WPJHSS` VHLYLK H[ H OLH]PS`
reduced rate.
Travel concessions are granted at the discretion of Rail Delivery Group
and will be withdrawn in the event of their misuse.

POLICE COMMUNITY SUPPORT OFFICER (PCSO)
PCSOs within British Transport Police can expect a competitive pay
HUK ILULÄ[Z WHJRHNL ^OPJO PUJS\KL!
• A basic salary of up to £20,520.15 on commencing service
• 20% shift allowance - an additional allowance for working unsociable
hours, this will be payable depending on your particular shift pattern
Depending on your location, you may be entitled to an allowance to
YLÅLJ[ [OL OPNOLY JVZ[ VM SP]PUN!
• London allowance - £2,570

7H` HUK ILULÄ[Z

SPECIAL CONSTABLE
:WLJPHS *VUZ[HISLZ HYL ]VS\U[HY` 7VSPJL 6IJLYZ ZV [OL WVZP[PVU PZ HU
unpaid one. This doesn’t however mean that you will be left out-ofpocket as a result of performing your duties.
Where Specials are on duty for a period of at least four continuous
OV\YZ PUJS\KPUN [YHPUPUN [OL` ^PSS IL LU[P[SLK [V H ºK\[` HSSV^HUJL» HZ
detailed below:
• Over 4 hours but not exceeding 8 hours - £7.23
• Over 8 hours but not exceeding 12 hours - £14.66
• Over 12 hours but not exceeding 24 hours - £24.15
When travelling to and from duty, Specials may also use reasonable
standard class public transport, the costs of which will be reimbursed
when supported by receipts and evidence of travel.

6[OLY ILULÄ[Z
Discounts and incentives
-VY 7*Z HUK 7*:6Z ^L VHLY HU PU[LYUHS ILULÄ[Z WVY[HS º*OVPJLZ»
which will give you access to a selection of discounted products
HUK VHLYZ PUJS\KPUN ]HYPV\Z ZHSHY` ZHJYPÄJL ZJOLTLZ /V^L]LY H
SHYNL U\TILY VM OPNO Z[YLL[ HUK VUSPUL YL[HPSLYZ HSZV VHLY \UYP]HSSLK
discounts and incentives to police employees that everyone will be
HISL [V ILULÄ[ MYVT
Full Occupational Health Service
You will have access to our internal occupational health service
covering everything from advice to management through to individual
employees on all work-related health matters including physical and
WZ`JOV ZVJPHS HUK HZZPZ[PUN PU [OL WYL]LU[PVU VM HK]LYZL OLHS[O LHLJ[Z
@V\ ^PSS HSZV OH]L MYLL HJJLZZ [V L_[LYUHS JVUÄKLU[PHS ZLY]PJLZ MVY HU`
other issues that you require assistance with.

Career paths

Career paths
POLICE CONSTABLE
0M `V\ QVPU \Z HZ H 7VSPJL *VUZ[HISL `V\ ^PSS ÄYZ[ JVTWSL[L `V\Y M\SS
training and this will then be followed by a two year probationary
period. On successful completion of your probationary period, you
^PSS [OLU IL JVUÄYTLK PU YHUR HUK PM `V\ ^HU[ [V IL HISL [V W\YZ\L
KPHLYLU[ ZWLJPHSPZTZ
Many PCs choose to progress in their career whilst staying in the role
[OL` ÄYZ[ QVPULK \Z PU I\PSKPUN [OLPY SVJHS RUV^SLKNL HUK ILJVTPUN [OL
TVZ[ LHLJ[P]L [OL` JHU PU [OH[ YVSL HZ VWWVZLK [V W\YZ\PUN ZWLJPHSPZ[
roles. You can however still learn new skills that can be used in any role
for example:
•
•
‹
•

Response driving
TASER
-HTPS` 3PHPZVU 6IJLY
Public Order

If however you are looking to progress into a specialist role then there
HYL THU` VU VHLY 0[»Z PTWVY[HU[ MVY `V\ [V \UKLYZ[HUK [OH[ P[ PZU»[ H
case of simply expressing an interest in a role or automatically moving
into one and you will have to wait for a vacancy to arise internally and
there will normally be a competitive application process. Roles could
include:
•
‹
‹
•
•

Firearms
+VN /HUKSLY
)LOH]PV\YHS +L[LJ[PVU 6IJLY
Detective
Attachments to specialist teams

There is no right answer as to how your career will develop and
L]LY`VUL MVSSV^Z H KPHLYLU[ WH[O [OH[ ILZ[ Z\P[Z [OLPY ZRPSSZ PU[LYLZ[Z
and needs. You may also wish to progress through our rank structure
and apply to go through the promotions process to become a Police
Sergeant.

Career paths

POLICE COMMUNITY SUPPORT OFFICER
Much like the career paths our PCs choose to follow, there is no right
HUZ^LY MVY OV^ [V WYVNYLZZ HZ H 7*:6 >L ÄUK [OH[ THU` 7*:6Z ^HU[
[V L]LU[\HSS` ILJVTL 7*Z HUK ^L KLÄUP[LS` LUJV\YHNL [OH[ PM P[»Z YPNO[
for them but that doesn’t mean it’s an expectation of you and many of
our PCSOs have served with us for a great number of years.
0M `V\ KV ^HU[ [V ILJVTL H 7* [OLU ^L VHLY H X\PJRLY HUK ZPTWSPÄLK
internal application route for our PCSOs who have support from their
line manager and divisional commander.
SPECIAL CONSTABLE
:WLJPHS *VUZ[HISLZ HYL VHLYLK T\JO VM [OL ZHTL [YHPUPUN VWWVY[\UP[PLZ
as PCs and we even have Specials who have response driving training!
Although there are limited opportunities to do this level of training we
KV YV\[PULS` VHLY V\Y :WLJPHSZ [V \UKLY[HRL [YHPUPUN PU UL^ ZRPSSZ Z\JO
as schools liaison or public order.

Am I eligible?

Am I eligible?
Vetting
0[ PZ PTWVY[HU[ [OH[ V\Y WVSPJL VIJLYZ WYV]PKL [OL ILZ[ WVZZPISL ZLY]PJL
^P[O [OL M\SS JVUÄKLUJL VM [OL W\ISPJ [OL` ZLY]L (Z Z\JO PU HKKP[PVU
to understanding your ability to do the job, it’s also important for us to
ensure you are eligible to work with us.
Right to work in UK
You must have the permanent right to live and work in the UK without
any restrictions. You will automatically have this right if you are a UK,
EU or EEA citizen. Commonwealth citizens and foreign nationals may
also be eligible but must be able to stay here permanently and work
without restriction; British Transport Police are not able to support
applications from those who require a Visa.
Residency
In addition to the above, all applicants must have been resident in the
UK for the last 3 years at least. This is required to ensure we can source
adequate vetting checks and applies equally to all applicants regardless
of nationality. Any breaks in your residency will be reviewed on a caseby-case basis; any holidays or short breaks will be acceptable but
extended absences especially where a permanent UK address has
not been maintained likely will not be. This does not apply to anyone
ZLY]PUN HIYVHK PU /4 -VYJLZ VY .V]LYUTLU[ *P]PS :LY]PJL
Age
@V\ T\Z[ IL
`LHYZ VSK [V ILJVTL H 7VSPJL 6IJLY >L ^PSS HJJLW[
applications from those aged 17.5 at the time of applying to allow for
the period of time it will take to process your application. You will not
however be able to attend assessment centre until you are 18 years old.
There is no maximum age for applications for any role except for Police
Constables which is 57.5 years of age.

Am I eligible?

Convictions and cautions
You will not be eligible to apply if you have ever received a custodial
WYPZVU ZLU[LUJL
All other cautions, convictions, and involvement with the police must be
declared during the vetting process but will not necessarily form a bar
to employment and will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. This is
irrespective of when they occurred, the outcome, your age at the time
or whether they are deemed ‘spent’.
The information we require in this respect will also extend to your
family and close friends or other associates. Applicants are strongly
recommended to consult with those who they need to list on their
vetting information both to check that the information provided is
accurate and to advise them these checks will be carried out.
Where anything is declared or discovered we will consider this
information against criteria such as:
• The likelihood that the applicant’s performance and discharge of duty
^PSS IL HK]LYZLS` HHLJ[LK L N [OYV\NO HK]LYZL WYLZZ\YL VY H JVUÅPJ[
of interests.
‹ ;OL UH[\YL U\TILY HUK ZLYPV\ZULZZ VM [OL VHLUJLZ VY PU]VS]LTLU[ PU
criminal activity and the time over which these took place.
• Whether the circumstances are likely to bring discredit to or
embarrass the police service.
It is important for you to be as honest as possible and to remember that
any information you should have known and declared but failed to do
so will be taken as an attempt to hide that information from us and you
will likely fail vetting for that reason alone.
Financial position
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ OVSK H WYP]PSLNLK WVZP[PVU ^P[O YLNHYKZ [V [OLPY HJJLZZ [V
H YHUNL VM ZLUZP[P]L HUK ]HS\HISL PUMVYTH[PVU HUK [OPZ TLHUZ 6IJLYZ
are at a heightened risk of being potentially vulnerable to corruption.
As a result, we require applicants to be free from the pressure of
undischarged debts or liabilities and to be able to manage loans and
debts sensibly.

Am I eligible?

(Z WHY[ VM `V\Y JOLJRZ ^L ^PSS ]LYPM` `V\Y ÄUHUJPHS WVZP[PVU >L
understand that the most applicants will have debts of some sort
whether that be a mortgage, student or personal loan or credit/store
card debts and we would reassure you that any debts that are within
your means and are manageable will not be a bar to appointment.
;OL YLZ\S[Z VM ÄUHUJPHS JOLJRZ ^PSS IL YL]PL^LK VU H JHZL I` JHZL IHZPZ
but there are certain factors that would make you ineligible to apply.
We will not accept applications from anyone who has the following:
‹ (U L_PZ[PUN *V\U[` *V\Y[ 1\KNLTLU[ **1 ¶ PM `V\ WYL]PV\ZS`
had a CCJ but no longer do then you must be able to provide
KVJ\TLU[H[PVU [V [OH[ LHLJ[
‹ (U \UTHUHNLK 0UKP]PK\HS =VS\U[HY` (NYLLTLU[ 0=( ¶ `V\ JHU OH]L
an IVA in place as this often represents a sensible way of managing
debts however you cannot apply if you have an IVA which is
unmanaged and where payments are not being made.
• Bankruptcy – you cannot apply if you are currently bankrupt or, if you
were and no longer are but your bankruptcy has not been discharged
MVY H[ SLHZ[ Ä]L `LHYZ
Tattoos
Tattoos are not acceptable if they are on your face, on the front or side
of your neck or, regardless of their location, if they could be considered
PU HU` ^H` VHLUZP]L ;H[[VVZ ^PSS IL JVUZPKLYLK \UHJJLW[HISL PM [OL`"
• Undermine the dignity and authority of the constable;
‹ *V\SK JH\ZL VHLUJL [V TLTILYZ VM [OL W\ISPJ VY JVSSLHN\LZ HUK VY
invite provocation;
• Are garish or numerous or particularly prominent;
• Indicate unacceptable attitudes towards women, minority groups or
any other section of the community;
‹ 0UKPJH[L HSPNUTLU[ ^P[O H WHY[PJ\SHY NYV\W ^OPJO JV\SK NP]L VHLUJL [V
members of the public or colleagues;
• Are considered to be rude, lewd, crude, racist, sexist, sectarian,
homophobic, violent or intimidating.

Am I eligible?

It is reasonable to expect that any tattoos in other locations or that are
UV[ VHLUZP]L HZ WLY [OL HIV]L JYP[LYPH ^PSS IL HJJLW[HISL OV^L]LY `V\
are encouraged to contact the recruitment team if you are at all unsure
about your tattoos.
You should be aware that you will be required to declare and detail
any tattoos that you do have on your application regardless of their
location, size or nature. Your application may still be rejected if these
are considered to be in breach of our policies.
Inappropriate associations
If you are currently, or have been, associated with any group, society
VY PUKP]PK\HSZ [OH[ JV\SK YLHZVUHIS` YLWYLZLU[ H JVUÅPJ[ VM PU[LYLZ[ ^P[O
JVUK\J[PUN [OL ^VYR HUK YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ VM H 7VSPJL -VYJL LHLJ[P]LS`
and impartially then you will not be eligible to apply.
This could include disruptive or extremist political organisations and
social movements or any other individual or group whose actions,
practices or objectives are contrary to the Police Code of Ethics.
Any inappropriate associations that you may have will be discovered
as part of our vetting process and should be declared at the earliest
opportunity in line with our values of honesty and integrity.
HM Forces
Due to the timescales of our recruitment process, applications from
service personnel will be accepted only if you have 12 months or less to
serve before discharge. Please forward or attach with your application
JVUÄYTH[PVU VM `V\Y WYVQLJ[LK KH[L VM KPZJOHYNL L N H SL[[LY MYVT `V\Y
*VTTHUKPUN 6IJLY
Education and skills
8\HSPÄJH[PVUZ HYL UV[ H YLX\PYLTLU[ MVY HWWVPU[TLU[ I\[ MVY [YHPUPUN HUK
development purposes you may be required to produce examination
JLY[PÄJH[LZ PM YLJVTTLUKLK MVY HWWVPU[TLU[ 0M `V\ HYL Z[PSS PU VY OH]L
recently left full-time education, we may also ask for a referee from the
relevant institution.

Am I eligible?

Business interests
@V\ ^PSS UV[ UVYTHSS` IL LSPNPISL MVY HWWVPU[TLU[ HZ H 7VSPJL 6IJLY PM
`V\ OVSK HU` VIJL VY LTWSV`TLU[ MVY OPYL VY NHPU VY PM `V\ JHYY` VU HU`
business in addition to being a PC. This is also the case if your spouse
or other relative living with you keeps a shop or similar in the area of
the police force in question. Lastly, you, your spouse or any relative
SP]PUN ^P[O `V\ JHUUV[ OVSK UVY OH]L H ÄUHUJPHS PU[LYLZ[ PU HU` SPJLUJL
or permit relating to liquor licensing, refreshment houses or betting and
gaming or the regulation of places of entertainment.

Health and Medical
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ ^PSS LUJV\U[LY ZP[\H[PVUZ [OH[ JHU IL Z[YLZZM\S [YH\TH[PJ
physically confrontational and often over long hours on shifts. As a
result, applicants do need to be resilient enough to cope with the
demands and pressures of police work. Applicants must therefore be
in good health both mentally and physically in order to safely undertake
police duties.
Our health standards require you to show that you can give regular and
LHLJ[P]L ZLY]PJL 0U VYKLY [V KV [OPZ ^L HZR `V\ [V WYV]PKL YLSL]HU[
details of your health and medical history in accordance with any
X\LZ[PVUZ HZRLK VM `V\ K\YPUN [OL HWWSPJH[PVU HUK VHLY WYVJLZZ ;OL
health of each candidate is considered individually and no decision to
reject a candidate is made without referral to a medical advisor
Applicants with disabilities
The police service welcomes applications from people with disabilities
and will do all it can to make reasonable adjustments which will allow
disabled applicants to do the job safely.
Please let us know if you have a disability and the type of adjustment
that you might need to enable you to apply for and safely undertake
the job. We will then be able to provide you with honest advice as to
whether it will be possible to make the adjustments you require.
Eyesight
;V ^VYR ZHMLS` HZ H 7VSPJL 6IJLY LZWLJPHSS` PU H YHPS^H` LU]PYVUTLU[
it is important that all applicants are able to meet the following eyesight
requirements:

Am I eligible?

• Distance vision - 6/12 or better with either your right or left eye and
6/6 with both eyes together. If you wear spectacles or contact lenses
you also need to reach 6/36 without your spectacles or lenses.
‹ 5LHY ]PZPVU

^P[O IV[O `V\Y L`LZ [VNL[OLY HPKLK

• Colour vision - Colour Vision Policing Requirement are as followed:
¶ 4VUVJOYVTH[Z HYL UV[ HJJLW[LK JVTWSL[L JVSV\Y KLÄJPLUJ`
– Mild anomalous trichomats are acceptable in standard
policing roles.
– Severe anomalous trichomats are likely to appropriate in some
standard policing roles but not extended roles such AFO and Taser.
– The use of colour correcting lenses is not acceptable.
• Eye surgery - Radical Keratotomy, Arcuate Keratotomy or corneal
grafts are not acceptable. Other forms of refractive surgery such as
3(:02 3(:,2 792 0*9: LWPÅHWHYL HSS HJJLW[HISL WYV]PKLK [OH[ ZP_
^LLRZ OH]L LSHWZLK ZPUJL Z\YNLY` [OLYL HYL UV YLZPK\HS ZPKL LHLJ[Z
and the other eyesight standards are met.
Eligibility disclaimer
Throughout your application, assessment and eventual vetting process,
honesty is always the best policy. It is essential that you declare all
relevant information to us during your application and vetting process
both as requested by us and if you feel it may impact on your suitability
to do the role. Many personal circumstances do not necessarily
constitute a bar to you joining British Transport Police however we will
take failure to mention any relevant information as a deliberate omission
and attempt to hide that information from BTP. This will be treated as a
lack of honesty and integrity and you will be permanently barred from
joining BTP in any capacity.

FAQs

FAQs
As our Chief Constable said, making the decision to pursue a career in
policing isn’t something you will take lightly so we know you will have a
lot of questions about the job, the recruitment process and much more
besides. We would encourage you to conduct your own research into
what interests or concerns you to make sure you’re happy that this is
the right choice for you.
To help you, we’ve put together some Frequently Asked Questions that
may already be on your mind. If there’s anything you want to know that
isn’t listed here you can simply send an email to recruitmentteam@
btp.pnn.police.uk and someone will reply as soon as possible. For
now, we hope these help:
1.When will you be contacting successful applicants?
All applicants will be informed if they have passed or failed the
application form stage of the process. If you want an update
on the status of your application please keep an eye on the
recruitment website.
2. When will I know if I have a place at the Assessment Centre?
The results of the paper sift will be communicated on a regular
basis. You will have approximately four weeks’ notice if you are to be
invited to attend an Assessment Centre. You must have successfully
passed shortlisting and online ability testing in order to receive an
assessment centre invite.
3. Can I transfer my results from a previous Assessment centre
with another force?
BTP’s vision is to provide policing excellence for Britain’s railways.
To help achieve this we have moved away from the national
YLJY\P[TLU[ WYVJLZZ 570( HUK [OL :,(9*/ (ZZLZZTLU[ JLU[YL
favouring a robust selection process that is bespoke to BTP.
0U ]PL^ VM [OPZ ^L HYL \UHISL [V HJJLW[ HWWSPJH[PVUZ MYVT /VTL 6IJL
forces as the results are non-transferable.

FAQs

4. Can I apply while I have a live application with another force?
@LZ K\L [V [OL MHJ[ [OH[ );7 VHLYZ H ILZWVRL ZLSLJ[PVU WYVJLZZ ^L
will not ask you to cancel your application with another force until you
OH]L ILLU NP]LU H JVUKP[PVUHS VHLY
5. How old do you have to be to join?
You must be 18 years old to become a PCSO, Special Constable and
7VSPJL 6IJLY
6. How long will I be in training?
PCSO’s will complete 7 weeks training at our training centre in
London. Annual leave cannot be permitted during this time or also
during the second stage of training which will run until for a further
4 weeks once you are on area.
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ ^PSS JVTWSL[L
^LLRZ [YHPUPUN H[ V\Y [YHPUPUN JLU[YL
in London. Annual leave cannot be permitted during this time or also
during the second stage of training which will run until for a further 8
weeks once you are on area. You will receive 2 weeks annual leave
within the 21 weeks training. This is however pre-scheduled as part
of the training programme.
Special Constables are usually trained over 10 weekends, attending
a course every other weekend.
7. How many days annual leave will I get?
PCSO’s are entitled to 28 days annual leave for less than 5 years’
service, rising to 30 days after 5 years’ service.
7VSPJL 6IJLYZ HYL LU[P[SLK [V
years’ service.
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will be compensated if you are required to work any of these days.

FAQs

8. Can I apply if I have any cautions or convictions?
Any cautions or convictions including those deemed ‘spent’ must be
declared at the point of application but will not necessarily exclude
you from employment.
9. Should I declare all involvement with a police investigation even
if ‘no further action’ was taken?
If you have had any involvement in a police investigation you must
declare this on your vetting declaration form, even if there was no
further action.
10. Can I apply if I have tattoos?
You are not permitted to have a tattoo which is either on your face, on
the front or side of your neck or that could be considered in any way
VHLUZP]L
11. What is the probation period?
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12. Do BTP Cover travel costs to Assessment centres?
Travel to assessment centres is at an individual’s own expense.
Please note there is no parking available at BTP assessment centre
venues. Light refreshments will always be provided during an
assessment centre process
13. Do I get issued with boots?
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as an element of uniform. This means that you will be required to
purchase your own boots to wear whilst on duty. Boots should be
black leather – capable of being polished and robust enough to allow
reasonable protection for the duties you will carry out. They must
be ISO 20345 standard. It is advised to purchase the footwear
some time before your start date to allow for a reasonable ‘wearing
in’ period.

FAQs

14. Will you ask for references?
Yes for PCSO’s and Special Constables references will need to cover
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15. Can I change my posting preference?
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your application. You can add additional posting preferences during
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decision with regards to your posting preference and we strongly
advise against selecting a posting preference with a view to hopefully
starting sooner. If you chose to relocate for this position then this
will be at your own expense and you are expected to have fully
considered the impact on your personal circumstances of the posting
location that you accept. Most importantly, you must be aware that
there will be absolutely no option to change your posting location for
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serve a minimum period of 11 months at that posting.
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Internal PCSOs have the opportunity of internal progression to
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line manager and divisional commander.
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As part of the assessment centre process you will need to complete
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will be required to complete the bleep test again during training.
18. Is there an option to re-take the online tests?
Unfortunately not, all three of the individual tests made up the overall
result. If you fail you are more than welcome to reapply again after 6
months however you will have to complete the whole process again.

Questions?

Do you have any questions?
If you have consulted this document thoroughly and still have
questions relating to the job or your personal circumstances then
please contact the BTP recruitment team detailing your query via
email at recruitmentteam@btp.pnn.police.uk
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